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Abstract 
Rubin, L-R., Characterizing cohomological dimension: The cohomological dimension of Au B, 
Topology and its Applications 40 (1991) 233-263. 
A characterization of dim, (cohomological dimension with integer coefficients) is given for 
me&able spaces. It generalizes one recently given by MardeSiC for compact Hausdortl spaces 
and which has been useful in certain instances. The characterization states roughly that a metrizable 
space X has dim, X 6 n if and only if each map of X to a polyhedron P can be approximately 
factored through another polyhedron Q in such a manner that the (n + 1 )-skeleton of Q maps 
into the n-skeleton of P by a slight adjustment. This result is then employed to show that if 
X = A u B is a metric space then dim, X s dimz A + dimz B + 1. 
Keywords: Cohomological dimension, covering dimension, Eilenberg-Maclane complex. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 55Ml0,54F45. 
1. uctio 
In [16] Walsh gave a proof of a theorem that was first asserted by Edwards. This 
theorem shows that for compact metric spaces, the problem of whether cell-h 
maps can raise dimension is equivalent o the Alexandroff problem of 
covering dimension dim agrees with dim E, cohomological dimension wit 
coefficients. For noncompact metric spaces the result is generalized in [ 151 and for 
compact ausdorff spaces in [IS]. ( ranishnikov [3] 
compacturn X with dimz X = 3 and di X = 00, thus solv 
problem.) 
* The author acknowledges partial support of this research under a klniversity of Ok!aho*na Senior 
Faculty Summer Research Fellowship, summer 1988. 
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Theorem 4.2 of [ 161 is a characterization of di for metric compacta X in terms 
of inverse sequences of polyhedra. It is used in ection 6 of [16] in proving that 
whenever dimz X < n then there exists a cell-like map m : 2 + X where 2 is a metro 
compacturn and dim 2 - < n. In fact 
n, 
properties imilar to the above mentioned “necessity” were used. During the summer 
of I983 we held a discussion with H. Torunczyk about our proof in [IS]. He pointed 
out to us that we should be able to develop a characterization of dim 
spaces X based on the methods we were employing. Since such a notion was not 
essential to our research in [ ISJ, we did not pursue it at the time. 
Recently in [8] MardeSE proved a factorization theorem for cohomological 
dimension. He showed (Theorem 2) that if f: X -* Y is a map from a compact 
Hausdorfl space X to a metric compactum Y, then there exists a metric compactum 
Z with dim= Z G dim= X and maps g : X + Z, h : Z + Y withf = /rg. As an important 
tool used in proving this, he gave a characterization (see 18, Section 23) similar to 
that which was sllggested by H. Toruriczyk. This result was also used in [lo] in our 
proof that every compact HausdorfI space X with dim+ X G n is the cell-like image 
of a compact HausdorfI space of dimension s n. We point out that both in [8] and 
[lo] only the necessity of the characterization was used. 
The purpose of this paper is to state and prove characterizations for dimz in the 
category of metrizable spaces and to use them to prove that dimz(A u B) s 
dim+ A + dimz B + 1 whenever A, B are subspaces of a metrizable space. This long- 
standing question, posed as Problem 10 in [7] for hereditarily paracompact spaces, 
was first brought o my attention by J. Dydak in the spring of 1988. The characteriz- 
ations are motivated by those given for Hausdorff compacta in [8]. They may prove 
helpful in our study of: 
1.1. uestion. Does each separable metrizable cpace X with dimz X c 00 have a 
metric compactification X with dim, X = dimz X? 
uestion. Does each metric space X with dimz X < 00 have a Hausdorff com- 
pactification X with dim+ X = dim 
In regard to these questions, Dranishnikov [4] has constructed an example of a 
locally compact metric space X with dimz X =4 and dimz PX >4 (PX = 
Stone-tech compactification of X). It is known [ 13,43-31 that in case dim X C 00 
X < 00, then dimE PX = dimz X. Thus, affirmative answers to Questions 
1.1 and 1.2 would fill major gaps in the theory of cohomological dimension. Similar 
questions can be asked for nonmetric spaces and it is hoped that the method of 
approximate inverse systems introduced in [9] and used in [ 10,141 will be helpful 
in that respect. 
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Let us now establisn definitions. To begin, by a polyhedron we mean the space 
IKI of a simplicial complex K endowed with the Whitehead topology. When no 
confusion is likely, we may at times use K in place of (K I. ap means continuous 
function and spaces are assumed to be HausdorfI. Let 42 be an open cover of a 
space X and U E 48, then 
st(U,%)=st’(U,%)=lJ{U&%~U~nUZ0}. 
If st’( U, %) has been defined, then 
st~+‘(U,Q)=~{u~~~~u~~?st~(U,~)f0}. 
By stj( sl) we mean the open cover {stj( U, %)I U E %}. We say that an open cover 
7r of X is a star-refinement of % if st( V) = st’( “v”) is a refinement of %. If f and g 
are maps from Y to X then d (f, g) 6 91 meali; that for each y E Y, there exists 
U E % with f(y), g(y)E U. 
efinition. Let K be a simplicial complex and f, g : X + I 
that g is a K-modification off if for every x E X and cr E K, f (x) 
Define f to be K-irreducible if for every K-modification g 
f: X + P where P is a polyhedron is called irreducible if it is 
triangulation K of R 
efinition. Let Q, P be polyhedra, % be an open cover of P and m > n be 
nonnegative integers. A map p : Q + P is called (m, n, %)-approximable if for each 
triangulation .M of Q there is a PL-map p' : (“‘)+ P of the m-skeleton of such 
that 
(1) d(p’,p(M”“‘)s %, 
(2) dim p’( A&““) 6 n. 
3. ion. Let m > n be nonnegative integers. Suppose f: X + P is a map from 
a space X to a polyhedron P such that for each open cover % of P there exist a 
polyhedron Q and maps g : X + Q, p : Q + P such that 
(3) d(PlT,f F % 
(4) p is (m, n, %)-approximable. 
Then we say that f is (m, n)-cohomological. 
Later we shall prove (see Theorem 7.3), 
Let X be a metrizable space. Then has c~homolog~ca~ dimension dimz 
nly if every map of X to a polyhe is ( n + 1, n J -co~omologicc 
In defining cohomolo 
spaces X, we take the a 
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compjexes K, = K(x, ;:,!, T - C, T, . . s fn TL.: _-<___ _z r.- --Le.&- ” . . _ 
with S” and successively attaches cells of dimensions 3 n + 2 to obtain a connected 
countable CW-complex with the Whitehead topology. We take K, = S’ and from 
now on consider K, to be a fixed CW-complex. Referring to the main theorem of 
[6], one readily sees that all CW-complexes are ANE’s for me&able spaces, a fact 
which will be important later. To simplify the next definition let us take K0 to be 
S@. We note that the m-skeleta K’,“’ for m = n and m = n + 1 are precisely S”. 
efinition. A nonempty metrizable space X has cohomological dimension 
dimz X < n if for each closed subset A E X and each map f: A+ K,,, there exists 
amapI::X~K,extending~IfX=0,thendimBX=-1;ifX#0anddimzX~n 
for some n, then dim+ X = min{ n 1 dim+ X s n}. Otherwise dimz X = 00. 
With this definition we have for metrizable spaces, dim= X = dim X whenever 
dim X c 00 [ 16, Theorem 3.21. Further, it is equivalent o (the classical) Definition 
10 of 173 involving tech cohomology groups of pairs. This can be seen by applying 
[7, Theorem 261 along with the fact that K, is an ANE for metrizable spaces. Hence 
we do not need to restrict he class of K,‘s to those which are metrizable simplicial 
complexes as in 213, 36-41. 
On the other hand, one is tempted to extend Definition 2.4 to a wider class of 
spaces, say to paracompacta. But since K, is not an ANE for this class, one cannot 
do so and simultaneously maintain equivalence with the classical definition. To 
successfully enlarge the class of spaces, one must at the same time restrict he class 
from which K, can be selected. This subject will be taken up in Section 7. It is 
useful, though, to note that there exists a metric simplicial complex (even a locally 
finite, countable simplicial complex) that is homotopy equivalent o K, (see [ 17, 
Theorem 131). Thus there are “versions” of K, which are ANEs for paracompact 
perfectly normal spaces (even ANEs for Tychonoff spaces)-the reader may consult 
[5, III 11.7(a), 11.7(e)]. 
A helpful, unifying concept is the next definition (see [7, Definition Is]). 
2.5. Definition. Let T be a space. Then a space X is said to lie in the class (Y( T) 
if every map of a closed subset A of X to T which extends to a map of a neighborhood 
of A to T can be extended to a map of X to T. 
emma. Let X, T be spaces with X normal. Suppose that for every closed subspace 
W of X, every map h : W + T that extends to a map of a neighborhood of W in X to 
T is kxmotopic to a map h’ : W + T such that h’ extends to a map gf X to T. Then X 
is in CY( T). 
roof. Let A be a closed subspace of X, J: A + T a map, and W a neighborhood 
of A in X such that f extends to a map of W to T. We must show that f extends 
to a map of X to T. 
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Let h : W + T be an extension of $ There is no loss of generality in assuming that 
W is closed in X and that k extends to a map of a neighborhood of W in X to K 
The hypothesis applies so that there is a map h’ : X + T such that h’l W: W + T is 
homotopic to h. Take H : W x Z + T to be a homotopy with Ho = h’ and H, = h. 
Using the normality of X, define a map 8: X + Z so that 6(A) = {l}, 8(X - W) = 
(0). Then the map (x, t)w(x, e(x)?) carries X x Z into the subspace L = ( W x I) u 
(X x m- 
Define the map G:L+ T by G( WxZ=Zf and G(x,O)=h’(x), XC-X. Then let 
:X x Z -, T be defined by M(x, t) = G(x, O(x)t). Thus for a E A, 
M(a, 1) = G(a, 1) = H(a, 1) = h(a) =f(a), 
which shows that f extends to a map of X to T. q 
2.7. Lemma. Suppose n E (0, 1) and X is a normal space. Then X is in the ~2~s (u( 
if and only if dim X 6 n. 
Suppose X is in the class cu( K,). Let A be closed in X and f: A + Sn be a 
map. Since K, E {So, S’} is an ANE for Tychonoff spaces, f extends to a map of a 
neighborhood of A; therefore f extends to a map of X to S”. So dim X s n. 
The converse is also easy to prove. 0 
2. mma. Let X be a normal space in CY( K,,). Then every closed subspace of X is 
in a(&). 
roof. Let A c X be closed, let W be closed in A and let h : n be a map 
which extends to a neighborhood of W in A. Using the fact that K, is homotopy 
equivalent o an ANE for Tychonoff spaces, note that k is homotopic to a map 
h’: W+ K, such that h’ extends to a neighborhood of W in X. Since X is in a(K,), 
then h’ extends to a map H: X + K,. One sees that H 1 A : A + K,, is an extension 
of h’. So by Lemma 2.6, A is in CY(K,). q 
We mention here that certain essential background material has been relegated 
to the final section (Section 9). ?Ve hope in this way to make some of the main 
ideas in the paper stand out away from known or more routine facts. 
3. (m, n)-cohomologica 
This section contains some lemmas relating to (m, n)-cohomological maps. 
3. mma. Let f: X + P be a map from a space X to a po ronPandletm>fl 
be nonnegative integers. Supp 
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(2) for each XE X, if CT is the carrier o-f g(x) in K (meaning g(x)E &) then there 
exists UE % with p(a)u(f(x)}~ U, 
(3) there is a PL map p&: IK’“‘I+ P such that dimpA(I 
~(&Pll~‘“‘()~~= 
l’%en f is (m, n )-cohomological. 
Let % bc an open cover of I? Choose an open cover 91,, of P such that e0 
star-refines %. Apply the hypothesis with 91, in place of % to obtain K, g : X + 1 K 1 
and p: IKI + P satisfying (l), (2), (3). Let Q = IKI; then from (2) and the fact that 
q0 refines %, it is clear that (3) of Section 2 holds. 
To prove (4) of Section 2, proceed as follows. Let L be a triangulation of Q, and 
let j : I L’“‘I + I K 1 be inclusion. Choose a simplicial approximation h of j with respect 
to K. Then h carries IL’“‘1 into IK’“‘I nd for x~lL’“‘l and XE(~E K, h(x)Eu. 
Let ph be as in (3) and take p’= p&o : 1 L’“‘I + I? Then p’ is PL and from (3) we 
see that dimp’(lL’“‘])~n. Let XEIL’“” and XE~~E K. Then h(x), x~cr. Use (1) to 
obtain U E %,-, with p(x) E p(o) c U, and then use (3) to obtain U’E 91, with p’(x) = 
p8WA pMd!E U’. S’ mce p(h(x)) E U n U’, and ‘fiO star-refines Cuz, then there 
is U, E % with U u UC, U,. Hence we have p(x), p’(x) E U, , completing the proof 
of (4) of Section 2. Cl 
3.2. Lemma. Let X be a space and m, a nonnegative integer. Suppose that for every 
polyhedron P, map f: X + P and integer n 2 m,, f is (n + 1, n)-cohomological. Then 
for every map ffrom X to a polyhedron Pand integer n 2 m,, f is (n, m,)-cohomological. 
f. We have from the hypothesis that f is (m, + 1. m,)-cohomological. Suppose 
inductively that f is (m,+ k, m,)-cohomological. Let % be an open cover of P and 
B0 be a star-refinement of %. 
Choose a polyhedron QO, maps go: X + Q0 and po: QO+ P such that 
(4) 4 Pohf) s %I, 
(5) PO is h+S m,, %,)-approximable. 
Apply the hypothesis now to the map go: X + QO, the open cover p;‘( BO) of QO, 
and m,+ k 2 m,. Thus there exist a polyhedron Q, maps g : X + Q, p, : Q + Q. Such 
that 
(7) p1 is (m,+ k + 1, m,+ k, pO’( BO))-approximable. 
We let p = pop1 : Q + P Then from (6) we obtain d ( popIg, pOgO) = d ( pg, pOg,J s (I?&-,. 
Applying this to (4) and the fact that Q0 star-refines 9, we get, 
(8) d(P&f 1s Q* 
NOW let L be a triangulation of Q and choose a PL map pi : I L(mo+k+‘)l + Q. such 
that 
(9) d(p’l, p1 1 IL(mo+k+l)I) s pO’(%J and 
(10) dim p~(lL(mo+L+l)l) < m,+ k. 
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Let M be a triangulation of Q,, such 
Apply (5) to obtain a PL map pb: 1 
pi( 1 L(mo+k+‘,l) s 1 
,+‘)I + P such tha 
(11) d(p;,poll 
(12) dimp&(JM’mO+k’l)~ mo. 
Thus we have the PL map p’ = phpi : (L(mo+k+*‘l + P and from (12) one has 
(13) dim p’(l L(mo+k+‘)() < m,. 
Now for x E I L’mo+k+l) I, (9) shows that for some Uoc (4Bo, pi(x), pi(x) ~p;*( uo). 
Hence pop:(x), pop,(x) = p(x) E Uoa From (11) we get U1 E a0 with p’(x) = php;(x), 
pop’l(x)~ &. Thus p’(x), p(x) E U,u Ut, Uon U, +I% Again since a0 star-refines 
91, we have 
(14) d(p’,pIILfmo+k+“l)~ %!. 
With (l3), (14) our proof of the lemma is complete. q 
3. ma. Let X be a normal space having the property that every map 
polyhedron is (n + 1, n ) -cohomological. Then every map of X to the Eilenberg- 
complex K,, , is null homotopic. 
Proof. Recall that K,+ , is a CW-complex where in its CW-structure, K’,“,+,2) = 
K (n+l) = Sn+‘, Since n+l K n+l is homotopy equivalent o an ANE for chonoff spaces, 
there is an open cover % of n+, such that any two %-close maps of a Tychono 
space to K,+, are homotopic. 
Let h : K,,,, + P be a homotopy equivalence between n+l and a polyhedron with 
homotopy inverse 1: P+ K,+, . Suppose f: X + +1 is a map. A 
hypothesis, there is a polyhedron Q and there are m sg:X+Q,p:Q 
03 d(pg, hf) s I-‘(W, 
(16) p is (n + 1, n, I-‘( %))-approximable. 
From (15) we get that d (lpg, lhf) s 52 so that lpg = lhf -J whence we on 
show that lpg is null homotopic. Indeed, it is sufficient to show that 
homotopic. 
Applying (16), choose a triangulation L of 
that 
(17) d(p’,pllL”‘+“I)~ l-“(Q), 
(18) dim p’( 1 L(“+“l) 6 
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From (17) we get that d(lp’, 1~ 1 (L’“+‘)() s % so that 
(19) zp’= rp 1 JL(“+‘)l. 
Assume that P is triangulated in such a manner that the subpolyhedron p’( 1 L(“+ “1) 
spans a subcomplex of P. Then take 1’ to be a cellular approximation of I into the 
C W-complex K,+, . Then l’p’ = 1~ 11 L (n*‘)l and the image of l’p’ is contained in S”+’ 
because of (18). Clearly l’p’ is null homotopic. So lp is null homotopic on lL(“+‘)I. 
Using the fact that v~( K,+l ) is trivial for k 3 n + 2 and the fact that /Jo extends 
to all of Q, one extends the null homotopy from IpllL”‘+“I to lp on all of Q. 0 
3.4. Lemma. Suppose X is Q normal space, P is a polyhedron and f : X + P is (m, n)- 
cohomological. Then for every open cover % of P and every normal open cover W of 






V is a refinement of W, 
N is locally finite dimensional, 
there is a Y-normal map g : X + I NI which is N-irreducible, 
there is an (m, n, %)-approximable map p : I N) + P, 
dfpg,f )s “El, 
(25) for each simplex o of N there exists U E % with p(a) c U. 
Proof. Choose an open cover 41, of P such that B0 star refines %. Applying Definition 
2.3, obtain a polyhedron Q, maps go: X + Q, pO : Q + P such that 
(26) d(pogo,f F %o, 
(27) p. is (m, n, %,)-approximable. 
Select a triangulation L of Q such that 
(28) L star-refines pO’(%,). 
Apply Lemma 9.6 to the map go: X + Q, the open cover pO’( %o) of Q, W and L. 
Thus we obtain an open cover V of X with nerve N, normal map g : X + I NI and 
p1 : I NI + Q satisfying conditions listed in Lemma 9.6. Clearly (20), (21), (22) hold 
true. 
We define p : I NI + P to be poop,. Then (25) is certainly true because p1 : N + L 
is simplicial and (28) is true. From (7) of Lemma 9.6 we see that d (p,g, go) s p,‘( %o). 
Hence d(pop,g, pogo) = d(pg, pogo) 6 ao. Using this, (26), and the fact that q. 
star-refines %, we obtain (24). We need only prove that p is (m, n, %)-approximable. 
Let K be a triangulation of 1 NI. Since p, is PL, there exists a subdivision K. of 
K such that pI : K. + Lo is simplicial to some subdivision Lo of Q. Select from (27) 
a PL map ph: I Lbm’l + P with dim pb( I L b”‘l) s n and d(pL, poJ ILhrn’I) <qo. Then let 
p’ be php, I I K”“‘( : IIP’l+ l? It is easy to check that p’ provides the required map 
for (23). q 
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4. Approximate extensions of partial realiza 
Theorem IV.4.1 of [5] states that under certain conditions a partial realization of 
a simplicial complex into an ANR extends to a full realization. We shall need a 
version of this result in which the extension is only approximate. Recall that if 9.~ 
is an open cover of a space X, L is a subcomplex of a simplicial complex 
containing all the vertices of K, then a partial realization of K in X relative to till 
defined on L is a map f: IL] + X such that for every o E K, there exists U E % with 
In case L = K, then f is called a full realization. 
4.1. Lemma. Let P be a polyhedron and let % be an open cover of P Then there exists 
an open cover “1’ of P refining % such that for any partial realization f: 1 L( -B P of a 
complex K in P relative to “cr and defined on a subcomplex L of K, there exists a map 
g : (K I+ P such that, 
(2) ifx E I LI, then there exists LJ E % such that f(x), g(x) E U, 
(3) for each a E K there exists U E % with g(a) 5 LT. 
f. First let M be a triangulation of P such that %0 = (st 
s an open cover of P such that @,-, = {s( v, M) 1 v a vertex o 
)Iv a vertex of 
refines %. Here _ 
z( v, M) is the closed vertex star. 
Now let lMld denote P= IMl with the metric 
h, : IMI + lMld be the identity function. Then hl is 
Corollary 51. As in the proof of [ 11, Appendix 1, 
there is a map h2:lMld+) 1 such that if x lies in 
also. 
induced by M [11, p. 3011. Let 
continuous f11, Appendix 1, I .3, 
1.3, Theorem 10; see Remark 11, 
a simplex a of M, then h2(x) E o 
The space lMld is an ANR [ll, Appendix 1, 1.3, eorem 111 or [S, III.11.31. 
Further, Q0 is also an open cover of IA&. Hence by [ V.4.11 there exists an ope 
cover ‘If of IMId refining %-, such that partial realizations relative to ?J’+ extend to 
full realizations relative to a,. Note though that “Ir = h ;I( V) is also an open cover 
of I MI refining %0 and hence also % 
NOW let f: I L( + P = I MI be a partial realization of a complex K in 1 
to 7 and defined on a subcomplex L of K. Then h, f: 1 Ll+ 1 Mid is a parti 
of K in I Mid relative to 7 and defined on the subcomplex L of K. 
exists a map g,:IK(+(MI d which is a full realization of This means that 
gl II4 = h,f and each simplex u of K, there exists U, E a0 with g,(o) c LJO. 
Now we let g: I+ IMI be the composition h2g,. Then g is continuous. 
To prove (2), let x E I LI. Then x lies in a simplex G of K so that g,(g) c U0 E o%*, 
where say U, = st( v, M). Since g, is en also h&x) = f(x) E 
). The map h2 carries st(v, so S(x), hZgt(X) = g(x) e 
)EUforsome UE%,so(2)is 
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If u E K is arbitrary then g,(c) c U0 = st( u, M) implies hzg,( a) = g(a) s 
Z( v, M) E U for some U E %. This proves (3). 0 
. Characterization of cr(K,) for normal spaces-Proof of necessity 
5. heorem. Let X be a normal space. Then X is in the class a( K,) if and only if 
every map of X to a polyhedron is (n -I- 1, n )-cohomological. 
The necessity of Theorem 5.1 follows from the next proposition. 
5.2. Proposition. Let X be a normal space in the class a( K,) and let f: X + P be a 
map to a polyhedron I? Then f is (n + 1, n )-cohomological. 
roof. In case n s 1, by Lemma 2.7 dim X s n. Let 91 be an open cover of P and 
take L to be a triangulation of P such that 910 = {st( w, L) 1 w a vertex of L) refines 
91. Note that f -,( sl,) is a normal cover of X (see Definition 9.1). We may apply 
[ 12, II.61 to obtain a locally finite open refinement off -‘( %,) whose nerve N has 
dimension s n. Then apply Lemma 9.4 to obtain the maps p, q required in Definition 
2.3. 
In case n 2 2, we shall employ Lemma 3.1. Thus let 9t be an open cover of P 
and let %* be a star-refinement of %. By Lemma 9.7, choose a polyhedron R and 
maps g, : P + R, h, : R + P satisfying (IO)-( 13) of Section 9 where K” is the associated 
triangulation of R and %* is the open cover of R 
Let f, : X + R be the composition g,f, and let %, = {st( v, K”) 1 v a vertex of K’}. 
Suppose the following is true. 
(1) There exist a complex K and maps g:X+IKl, pz:IKI+ R such that (l)-(3) 
of Lemma 3.1 hold forf,:X+R,n,%,,g,pz. 
Let p:IKI+ P be h,p,. Then we claim that 
(2) items (l)-(3) of Lemma 3.1 hold for f : X + P, n, %, g, p. 
To check this, let o be a simplex of K and by (1) of Lemma 3.1 choose U, E %, 
with p*(u) c U,, where say U, = st( v, K’). Let T be a simplex of K” with v as one 
of its vertices. Employing (10) of Section 9, there exists x, E P so that g,(x,) lies in 
the interior of T, i.e., r is the carrier of g, (x,) in MO. Then from (13) of Section 9 
there exists UT E %* with (x,) u h,( 7) E UT. The collection of these x,‘s lies in 
g&t( v, KO)) which by (11) of Section 9 lies in an element U. of %*. Each U7 
intersects Uo. Hence h, ( U,) G st( U,, “u*) c_ U for some ii E % since %* star-refines 
%. 
Now we have p2(u) c_ U, . Thus p(a) = h, p*(o) c_ h,( Uz) G U E 49. This shows that 
(1) of Lemma 3.1 is true. 
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To obtain (2) of Lemma 3.1 let x E X and let a be the carrier of g(x) in K. From 
(2) of Lemma 3.1 as implied by (1) take U, = st(v, K”) E 41, such that P*(O) u 
{~(x)}c U, . 1 Jow let t =f(x); we haveJ+) =g*f(x) = g&) where TV P. For some 
simplex r OA K” with vertex v, 7 is the carrier of gl( t). So from (13) of Lemma 9.7, 
{t} u h,( 7) c U.. for some U.. E a*. 0n the other hand from the argument just given, 
h, ( U,) is contained in a union of elements of %* each of which contains h,(v) and 
thus each of which intersects U,. So h,( U,) c_ st( UT, %*) E U for some U E % since 
%* star-refines 4?. Therefore 
it) u hl P&r) = W(x)) u P(U) G u, 
so (2) of Lemma 3.1 holds. 
Because of (1) we choose a PL map pi: IK.(“+‘)! a A!! stick that dim p$(IK'"+' )I) < n 
and d(Pi, PzllK (“+‘)l)Q%,. We let p’:IK ‘Ct’)l+ P be defined by p’(x) = h,pi(x). 
Then p’ is PL and dim p’(lK(“+‘)() < zt. Let x E IK(“+‘)l. Then there exists a vertex v 
of K” such that p*(x), pi(x) E st(a, K’). Arguing as above, there exists U E % with 
h,(st(v, K’))G U.Therefore hIp2(x)=p(x), h,pi(x)=p’(x)E UThus(3)ofLemma 
3.1 holds. 
Now since (1) implies (2) and by Lemma 3.1 this implies f is (n + 
1, n)-cohomological, then we need only prove (1). Note that by applying (11) of 
Lemma 9.7 we get that f r’( al) = f -‘gl’( %,) is a locally finite open cover of 
Therefore the proof of this proposition will be complete once we establish the 
following lemma. 
5.3. mma. Let X be a normal space in the class of a( ,A let P be a polyhedron 
with triangulation K” and let % = {st( v, K”) I v a vertex of K’}. Suppose that f: 
is a map and that f-l ( % ) is locally finite. Then there exist a complex K and maps 
g:X+(KI, p:IKI-+ P such that (l)-(3) of Lemma 3.1 are true for m = n + 1. 
roof. Choose a subdivision L of K” such that L star-refines % (see Definition 9.5) 
and further the closed star of any simplex of L lies in an element of %. Let 4Vo be 
the open cover of P consisting of {st(v, L) I v a vertex of L}. Form the Walsh 
complexes YV”, YV and the map 6 : W* + W having .*. 2 properties in Proposition 
9.10. We shall obtain a map c : X + ?V such that c I f -'( L’“‘) agrees with f and so that 
(3) for each GE L, c(f -‘(a)) c K(o). 
First we shall obtain a map co: X + W* such that for each u E E, co( f -'( a)) c 
K*(a), and so that co1 f -'( L’“‘) = f I f -‘( L’“‘). The desired map c will then be the 
composition 8co. 
To do this, let calf -‘( L’“‘) = f If -‘( L’“‘). If ka n and co has been extended to 
f -‘( Llk’), we extend co to f -'( Ltk+‘)) in the follo 
each CT E Ltk), co( f -‘(a)) c 
defined on f -‘(ar) and co( 
is an Eilenberg- 
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locally finite, K*( 7) is an ANE for Tychonoff spaces [5, 111.1.7(e)]. Hence the 
homotopy extension property applies to the closed subset $-‘(37) off-‘(T) and the 
map co:f-‘@~) + K*( 7). Now proceed as in iiS, proof of 3.81 which makes use of 
[ 16, Exercises 4, 51. The key fact is that 7r” (#“I) is a finite sum of copies of Z so 
that K*( 7) being an Eilenberg-MacLane complex K (n, (@I), n) is homotopically 
equivalent o a finite product of K”‘s. 
Let p : K*(T) + K+ be a homotopy equivalence from K*( 7) to a finite product 
K+ of K,‘s; then since X lies in a( K,), PC, extends to a map !I’ :X + K+. Let p* 
be a homotopy inverse of CL. Then @*!I’ If-‘< 7) is a map of f-‘( 7) to K*( 7) whose 
restriction to f -‘( 37) is homotopic to co. Applying the homotopy extension property, 
we get that co extends to a map of f-‘( 7) into K*(r). Now it is clear that this 
process determines a function co. l X -, w* so that c = tic,-, satisfies (3). That co is a 
map follows from Lemma 9.8. 
Let SB = (B, 1 CT E L} be the open cover of “cy defined in the following way. For 
UE L, let G(o) =l~ {k’(r)] 7 E L and r n er = 8); take B, to be Ur\G(a). Then we 
have, 
(4) K(o) c_ B, and 
(5) if xE B, and xeK(u,), then o,na#@. 
Let 58, be a star-refinement of a. Since a CW-complex is both paracompact 
(hence regular and fully normal) and LCk for all k, we may apply [S, Remark V.4.41 
as follows. There exists an open cover BZ refining 3, such that if K is a simplicial 
complex of dimension s n + 1, then every partial realization of K in W relative to 
s2 extends to a full realization relative to B, . Choose =. locally finite star-refinement 
33 of s8*. 
We have two normal open covers f-‘( ao) and c-‘( 9,) of our given space X. Let 
2 be a normal open cover of X refining both f-‘( %,) and c-l(Bf). Apply Lemma 
9.6 to choose a locally finite open cover Y of X so that w” is a star-refinement of
both f-‘( Bo) and c-‘( 3,) along with maps g : X + 1 K I, p : IKI + P satisfying the 
conclusion of that lemma. 
Lemma 9.6( 8) is easily seen to yield both ( 1) and (2) of Lemma 3.1. The remaining 
step is to prove Lemma 3.1(3) holds. 
For each vertex u of K there exists an element B(u) E a3 such that u c c-‘( B( u)). 
We shall use these data to help construct a map p. such that 
(6) po:~K(“+‘))+ W is a full realization relative to B, and for each vertex u of 
K(“+‘) there exists B(u) E S3 with u c c-‘( B( u)) and po( u) E B(u). 
Let u be a vertex of K(“? Select an element pa(u) in B(u); thus p. is defined on 
vertices. If we can show that p. is a partial realization of K(“+l) in W relative to 
s2, then p. will extend to a full realization as in (6). 
Suppose {ui}f=l is the vertex set of a simplex Jf K(“+‘). Since K is the nerve of 
the cover 7/“, we see that n (uJ3~, f 0, Since tii c c-‘( (ui)), we conclude that 
carries the vertex set { Ui}‘i=, into st( (u,), $B3) which is 
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contained in an element of sz since a3 is a star-refinement of Be. This completes 
the construction of p. satisfying (6). 
Now we want to compare the maps p 1 (*+‘I: K(“+‘)+ P = IL1 and pot K(“+‘)--, w 
and show that in some sense they are close. 
First we show, 
(7) if CE(K(“+‘)(, t=g( ) x 9 x~ X, and c(x) E K(o), CM L, then there exist A, 7~ L 
such that po(t)E K(T) and onh #@#A no. 
ssume t lies in the interior of the simplex y of K(“+*) with vertex set {tci)i=l, 
cause g is a canonical map, we see that x lies in n { Ui}i=l and hence from (6), 
C(X) E n { B( Ui)} f= 1. On the other hand (6) also gives 
pO(I”ilS=*) 5 CJ B(tli) C st(B(u,), 3,) 
i=l 
which is contained in some element E of 5B1 ; further there is Ey E 9?1 with po( y) 5 E,,. 
This shows that {c(x)} u po( y) s st( E, 93,) which in turn is contained in some element 
BA of 58. So we see that c(x), po( t) E BA E 3, and (7) follows from (5). 
The closeness of pI K(“+l) and p. is measured by 
(8) if t E IK’““‘I and p(t) E 6 for 6 E L, then there exist cs, A, r E L such that 6 is 
afaceofa;anh#~#Anr,andp,(t)~K(~). 
To see this, note that g being -irreducible is onto, so choose x E with t = g(x). 
Let u be the simplex of L such that f(x) E 6. Then Lemma 9.6(6) 
pg(x) = p( t) lies in u so 6 is a face of U. Employing (3) we get c(x) E 
use (7) to wind up the proof of (8). 
Next we find 
(9) there exists a map p’: I K(“+‘)J + W(“) = IL”“1 such that if po( t) E K(T), then 
p’(t)e 7. 
This follows from Corollary 9.12. 
By the simplicial approximation theorem, there is no loss of generality in assuming 
p’ is PL. Clearly (9) yields dim p’( K(“+‘)) s n. Since the closed star of any sim 
of L is contained in an element of %, (8) and (9) together show that 
is true for the case (n + 1, n). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.3 and hence of Proposition 
Lemma 343) 
5.2. cl 
eiency. We are given a norma 
to a polyhedron is (n 
a( K,). I-lence let h : A 
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6: X + K, of h. Applying Lemma 2.6 one sees that it is sufficient o obtain a map 
h' : X -* I?., such that 
(1) h’JA=h in K,. 
There is no loss of generality in taking K, to be a separable, locally compact 
metrizable space, for as indicated in Section 2 there is a locally finite countable 
version of K,,. Embed the one-point compactification K,, u {w} of K,, in the Hilbert 
cube I”, and consider Z”O\{o}. The latter is clearly an ANR, but is also an AR 
because it is contractible. To see this use [ 1,1.3(ii), I.3(iii) and VI.2523 with A = {to} 
and B a face of I? Hence we shall treat K,, as a closed subset of Z”O\(o} which is 
an AR(norma1) by [S, IIIA.l(d)]. 
Let N : X + I”\{ to} be a continuous extension of h. There is a closed neighborhood 
N of K,, in I”\(o) along with a retraction r : --, K,. Choose a collection %,, of 
open subsets of int N, covering K,, and h ing the property that 
(2) for each space 2 and each pair of maps f, f ': 2 + N such that f(z), f’(z) lie 
in an element of 4X0 for each z E 2, the maps rf, rf’ : 2 + K, are homotopic 
in K,,. 
This can be accomplished by applying [5, IV.1 .l] to the ANiX K,. 
Choose an open cover W of Z”\(o) consisting of convex sets such that 
(3) if WE W and W n K, # 8 then st( W, W) is contained in an element of %,. 
This implies, since %, covers int N, that 
(4) st(K*, W)cst’(K,, W)c N. 
Let Y be an open cover of I”\(o) such that, 
(5) 7r is a star refinement of W and 
(6) v is star-finite (and hence countable). 
These are possible because I”\(o) is separable and metrizable. 
Let JY be the nerve of “v: There exists a canonU map ho : I”\(w) + P where 
P = INI. Thus “dr is the vertex set of N and for ezch VE clr, h,‘(st( V, N)) C_ V. Because 
of (6), JY is locally finite and countable. Thus P is metrizable and by [5, III.1 1.7(e)], 
P is an ANR for the class of all Tychonoff spaces and hence for all normal spaces. 
There is a map h, : P + I”\(O) which is obtained as follows. For each vertex V 
of JY select xv E V and let h,( V) = xv. Extend h, linearly on each simplex of X. 
Note that if V,, . . . , Vk are the vertices of a k-simplex a of JY, then st( V,, Y) is 
contained in some element W of W by (5), so h,(a) c W. 
Let N, be the maximal subcomplex of JY whose vertex set consists of those 
elements of 7r which intersect K,. Let .& be the simplicial neighborhood of J\r, in 
Jv?. Then if V 0 is a vertex of No, there exists a vertex Vi of J& such that V. n V, # 8. 
From the preceding construction and using (3), (4), we have, 
(7) for all x E ere exists \v E W such that x, h, h,( x) E 
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Choose an open cover % of P satisfying the following conditions: 
(10) st3((Nl I, %) 5 INO1 and 
(11) st3(%) refines h,‘( TV). 
Let N* be a subdivision of N such that N* refines %, i.e., each simplex of N* 
lies in an element of %. Let f = hoH : X + I? Applying the hypothesis to f and 91, 
we get a polyhedron Q and maps g : X + Q, p* : Q + P such that 
(12) d(P*&Lf )s % 
(13) p* is (n + 1, n, %)-approximable. 
Use the simplicial approximation theorem to obtain a triangulation of Q and 
a simplicial approximation p : +JV* of p*. Then from (12), (13)we get, 
(14) d(pg,f)sst % and 
(15) p is (n + 1, n, st %)-approximable. 
From (15) we obtain a PL map p’: M(“+l)+ P such that, 
(16) d(p’, PI (“+‘)) s st % and 
(17) dim p’( M(“+l)) s n. 
Now let D = p-‘( l&J) n (“+‘), and let XE D. VVe wish to establish that h,p(x) 
and h, p’( x) lie in an element of the open collection 5V0. is would yield two facts: 
(18) h,p’(D)c_ IV, and 
(19) rh,plD= rhlp’(D in 
We get (18) from the fact that %,, is an open collection in int N and (19) comes 
from (2). 
Apply (16) to get U,, V,, ~,EB with U,n U,#$3# U,n U3,p(x)~ Q,p’(x)~ 
U,. Using (ll), there exists E W with h,( U, u U2 u U3) c . Since p(x) E I&l, 
then 
by (8). This shows that there exists WE W such that h,p(x) E W an 
Since also hl p( W, , then we have # 0. Thus h,p(x), h,p’(x) E 
w, c_ st( w, W) e latter is containe n an element of QO by (3). 
Since p : M + JV* is simplicial and INO1 spans a sub 
spans a subcomplex of and therefore so does 
e exists an extension of rh, I 
K,. If XE D, then Fp’(x) = rh, 
the property that Zp’( D = rh, p 
extends to a map of M(“+‘) to 
n where Go(p-‘(I~o]) = Y 
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Since K, is k-connected for all k > n, then the map Go extends to a map G : Q -, K,, 
i.e., we have 
(20) Gl~-~((,Nbl) =r~,p(~-‘(k%l). 
e let h’= Gg:X+ 
Let us show that, 
To complete the proof we need to show that (1) is true. 
(21) pda)+‘%l,a~A. 
Note that H(a) = ha Kn and that by (9), h&u) =f(a)~ ]J+$ Using (14), we 
obtainelements U1, U,, &of % withpg(a)E U,,f(a)E &and U,n U+fl# Uzn 
U3. Apply (10) to see that (21) is true. 
BY cm gbk P-lw~l~ so that we conclude from (20) that h’(a) = Gg(a) = 
rh,pg(a). Further, apply (8) to see that h,pg(a) E N for all a E A. 
We now want to demonstrate that h1 pg(a), h(a) lie in an element of 4Z0 whenever 
a E A. If this is true, then &pg]A = h’l and rh = h are homotopic maps of A by 
(2), and our proof will be complete. 
From our proof of (21) above, we see that there are elements U*, U,, U3 of % 
with Uln U+fiiM &n U3, &n]JV;]#(d,andpg(a)E U,. Now h,h(a)=hoH(a)= 
f(a). Apply (14) to obtain elements U& Us, U& % with pg(a)E U4, f(a)E U,, 
V,n U5#0# Usn U6. By (11) there exists WEVV with U,u U2v l l l v U& 
h,‘(W). Now we have h,h,h(a)E WE VV. 
Let x = h(a) and applying (7), choose W, E W such that h(a), h,h,h(a) E W,. We 
see that Win W#0 and W,nK,#fb. So h,pg(a),h(a)E WV W, and it follows 
from (3) that W u W, is contained in an element of %O. 
The sufficiency is proved. Cl 
6.2. Corollary. Let X 6e a normal space. If dim X s n, then X is in the class (Y (K,). 
Proof. By Theorem 5.1 it is sufficient o prove that every map of X to a polyhedron 
is (n + 1, n)-cohomological. To get this we employ Lemma 3.1. 
Let f: X + P be a map to a polyhedron P and let % be an open cover of R Let 
%* be a star-refinement of % and choose a triangulation L of P such that 
(22) mw 01 w a vertex of L} refines %*. 
Let W = {st( w, L) I w a vertex of L}. Then f-‘(W) is a normal cover of X. One may 
apply [ 12, VII.2.D] to obtain a locally finite open cover ‘Y of X refining f-‘(w) 
and whose nerve N has dimension s n. Apply Lemma 9.4 to obtain maps g : X + I NI, 
p : INI + I LJ = P satisfying (l)-(3) of Section 9 for %*. 
Since p : N + L is simplicial, then (22) yields ( 1) of Section 3. Since %* is a star 
refinement of % and d(pg,f) 4 %*, then (2) of Section 3 holds. We get (3) of 
Section 3 for m = n + 1 because p is simplicial and dim N s n. 
Therefore Lemma 3.1 implies that f is (n + 1, n)-cohomological. This completes 
the proof. a 
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In this section we exhibit another characterization of a( K,) for normal spaces. 
We then provide characterizations of dimz for metrizable spaces. 
sition. Let X be a normal space in the class a( K,). Then for all m > n, X 
is in the class a( K,). 
Let Ac, X be closed andf:A+ Kn+r be a map which extends to a neighbor- 
hood of A. By Lemma 2.8, A lies in cu(K,). By Theorem 5.I every map of A to a 
polyhedron is (n + 1, n)-cohomological, so Lemma 3.3 yields that f is null- 
homotopic. Thus f is homotopic to a map to K,,,, which extends to all of X. We 
conclude by Lemma 2.6 that X is in cu(K,+,). •J 
7.2. rem. Let X be a normal space. Tken X is in the class (u( 
for every m > n, every map of X to a polyhedron is (m, n )-cohomo 
and only if 
f. The sufficiency is clear by setting m = n + 1 and employing Theorem 5.1. For 
the necessity, note that Proposition 7.1 implies that X is in the class CY( 
m 3 n. Hence by Theorem 5.1, for all m a n every map of X to a polyhedron is 
(m + 1, m)-cohomological. Finally apply Lemma 3.2, and the proof is complete. Cl 
The characterizations of ar ( .) given in Theorems 5.1 and 7.2 lead to the next 
theorem since K, is an ANE for metrizable spaces. 
Let X be a metrizable space and n a nonnegative integer. Then the 
following are equivalent. 
(i) dim+ X s n, 
(ii) every map of X to a polyhedron is ( n + 1, n )-cohomological, 
(iii) for all m > n, every map of X to a polyhedron is (m, n )-cohomological. 
The characterization of cy (K,) given in Theorem 7.2 can sed 
to extend our efinition 2.4 of cohomological dimension to a wider class than 
metrizable spaces. To do this one needs to narrow the class from which 
taken. In [ 13, Appendix], K,, was required to be a metric simplicial corn 
[ 13,360181 our Definition 2.4 can be extended to the class of p 
paracompacta if we r l e K, to be a metric simplicial complex. 
unfamiliar with [ 131, : G) denotes the classical cohomological 
G-coefficients and by [13,37- 
xtend our Definition 2. 
be locally finite and co 
spaces [S, II.I6.l(d)], and so 
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. dimz , X = A u B and X metrizable 
In this section we shall prove: 
heorem. Let X = A v B be a metric space. Then dimz X < dim 
Proof. We shall use our characterization i  Theorem 7.3 of dim+. Put dim+ A = n, 
dimz B = m. It is sufficient by Theorem 7.3 to show that every map of X to a 
polyhedron is (n + m + 2, n + m + l)-cohomological. To this end, we shall employ 
Lemma 3.1. 
Let f: X + P be a map to a polyhedron P and % be an open cover of R Let %b 
be an open cover of P such that st”(%&) refines % and let %, be a star refinement 
of sl&. Following Lemma 4.1, let %, be an open cover of P refining SO such that 
for any partial realization of a complex K in P relative to %, and defined on a 
subcomplex L of K, there exists a map g : 1 K I+ P satisfying (2), (3) of Section 4 
for 91,. Let %2 be an open cover of P chosen so that st”( %,) refines %, . 
Choose the open cover V of X to be f-‘( %,). Consider the open cover w”I A = 
{ Vn A 1 VE ‘V} and fl A: A + I? By Theorem 7.3 and Lemma 3.4, there exists an 
open cover gtr, = { Wa 1 a E A,} of A refining VI A by sets open in A, and there are 
maps gA : A* INAl, PA : INAl + P where NA is the nerve of WA such that gA is 
NA-irreducible and 
(1) d(pAgA,f I A) s (@2, 
(2) PA is (n + m + 2, n, %,)-approximable, 
(3) PA carries each simplex of NA into an element df %2. 
Similarly there exists an open cover WB = { Wa I a E B,} of B refining VI B, by sets 
open in B, and there are maps g B: B+#V& pe:I&I+ P where Ne is the nerve of 
WB such that g, is N,-irreducible and, 
(4) d(Pd!hflB)-%, 
(5) PB is (n + m + 2, m, %2)-approximable, 
(6) PB carries each simplex of NB into an element of q2. 
Since X is a metric space, there exists a collection ??A = { Wa I cy E A,} of sets open 
in X such that 
(7) eanA= W,, wzAl, and 
(8) for~,,_,~,EA,, Wu,n .a= n W,r#P)ifandonlyif W&n .=* n@",#O. 
(see [S, p. 1251). We further assume without loss of generality that, 
(9) @A refines v=f-'(%!2). 
Let ?i&{@aI a E B,} be a similar open collection with B replacing A. For this 
collection we have in analogy to (9), 
(10) 3PB refines V = f -!(%,). 
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Assume without loss of generality that A, n B, = 0. For each Q! E A, u B, , choose 
x,, ULy so that 
(11) x,E UaEB2 and tVacf-'(Ua). 
Now Y&u eB is an open cover of X = Au B, and by (9) and (10) Y?* u ‘I& 
refines 7r. 
Paracompactness of the metric space X implies the existence of an open cover 
2 ={.!& 1 a E A, u B,} of X such that % is a precise locally finite refinement of 
CCF, v V& ; i.e., 
(12) for cu~A,vR,, Qa~ fia. 
Note also that, 
(13) 9 refines W: 
Since 2 is locally finite, there exists (see Definition 9.1) a .%canonical map g : X + 1 IV1 
where N is the nerve of 2.. 
We wish to determine a map p : 1 NI + P using Lemma 4.1, by obtaining a partial 
realization f * of IV’“’ in P rektive to %I . For Qa E IV”’ we take, 
(14) f *(Qd = x, (see (11)). 
Let iool,,=-, Qa,} be the vertex set of a simplex u of IV. Let x E Qa, n = l l n Qa,. 
Applying (12) and (ll), we see that f(x) E Ua, n l l l n Ucl,. From this, (11) and 
(14) one sees that f * carries the vertices of a into st( UQ, , S2) which is contained 
in an element of a1 as desired. 
By Lemma 4.1 there exists a map p : INI + P such that 
(15) if Qa is a vertex of A!, then there exists Uz E q. such that f *( Qa), p( Qa) E Uz 
(while from above f *( Qa) E U, E qz), 
(16) for each a E IV, there exists U, E a0 with p(a) c Ua. 
The proof will be complete if we can show that with this choice of g and p one 
has satisfied (I), (2), (3) of Section 3 (with N replacing K and with n + m +2> n + 
m + 1 replacing m > n in Lemma 3.1). Of course we get (1) of Section 3 immediately 
from (16). 
Let us now check that 
To this end, let x E X and let Qa,, . . . , Qa, be the elements of 2 that contain x. 
Then since g is a Z&canonical map, g(x) E u where CT is the simplex o 
vertex set is {Qa, a.. . , Qn,}. Choose by (16) Uu E 910 with p(a) c Urn. 
obtain U* E %. with f *( Qa,), p( Qa,) E U*. 
Now by 04, f “(Qa,) =~a,, 
XE Qa, E +&c f -'( U,,). 
f *( Qa,) E U’ E Bo. This sh 
Since g(x) E a, then f(x), 
,J = xa, E U., E a2 an 
912 refines qo, f(x), 
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To obtain (2) of Section 3, let x E X and select cr E N with g(x) E 6. Applying 
(17), choose U’E Csrr:, such that 
(18) p&L f(x) E U’. 
Let U, E %,, be as in (16). Then (18) shows that U, n U’# 0. Since %O refines 4d& 
and slh star-refines %, there exists U E % with Ua u U’ C_ U. Hence p( a) u {f(x)} G U 
and (2) of Section 3 is established. 
To finalize this result, i.e., to obtain (3) of Section 3, we need to prove that there 
exists a PL-map p’: 1 N’“+R’+Z)] + P such that 
(19) dimp’(lN’“‘“+“])~n+m+l, 
(20) d(p’,pjlN(“+m+z)l)G %. 
Let MA be the nerve of SA = { OQ I a E A,) and MB be the nerve of SB = {Q= I a E I?,}. 
From (12) we obtain, 
(21) sA refines GfA, SB refines 9PB. 
If a is a simplex of N, then a is the join GA * UB where UA E MA, OS E MB. In this 
manner we treat N as a subcomplex of the (abstract) join MA * MB. 
Applying (2 1) and (8) one sees that the vertex map Qa- W,, a E A,, determines 
a simplicial injection AA of MA to N A ; symmetrically one also has a simplicial 
injection As of MB to NB via the vertex map Q,- W,, a E BI. These maps AA, As 
determine the simplicial injection A = AA*AB:MA*MB+NA*NB. Let N,=A(N). 
Referring to (2), we let px: I Nz+m+2)I + P be a PL map such that 
(22) dim pa(l N(An+m+2)l) s n and 
(23) d(pAll N:+m+2’(,p;)~%2. 
Similarly referring to (5), we let pb : I N(Bn+m+2)l + P be a PL map such that 
(24) dim pb(l N(gn+m+Z)J) s m and 
(25) d(pBlIN’B”+m+2’~,p~)S%2. 
Let LA be a subdivision of Ng+m+2) under which pfs is a si~nplicial map to some 
triangulation PA of P. Let &# be a subdivtsion of N(gn+m+2) under which pb is a 
simplicial map to some triangulation Ps of i? 
NOW in the abstract join PA* PB of PA and PB, let K be the subcomplex consisting 
of simplexes U* T where UE im( p:), 7~ im( pb). Then since dim cry n (see (22)) 
and dim r 6 m (see (24)), we have dim( u * T) d n + m + 1. Therefore, 
(26) dimKsn+m+l. 
Note that K =pk(L~)*prg(L~). 
Now N(An+m+Z)* M(gn+m+Z) is a subcomplex of NA * NB having the subdivision 
L = LA * LB. We map L simplicially to K C_ PA * Ps via the map A, = pk *p’s : L-, K. 
Certainly N\“+m+2’ 5 Nz+m+2)* Ng+m+2). Let the restriction of L to N\n+m+2) 
be denoted L,. Let K,E K be A,( L,). Then (26~ yields 
(27) dim 
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We shall next obtain a map AZ : Idol + I? We shall again avail ourselves of Lemma 
4.1. Using the fact (see after (26)) that K = p>( LA) * pb( LB), one sees that the disjoint 
sum C = pX( LA) +pb( LB) is a subcomplex of K containing all the vertices of K. 
First let us define a map AT : lZl+ P by just including the two summands 
Ipj4(L,)I, (pb(L,)J into R Let Ai= A~~~KonZ(:~KonZ~4? Then K,nZ is a sub- 
complex of K0 containing all the vertices of I&,. We shall show that Ai is a partial 
realization of I&, in P relative to %, and defined on the subcomplex I+&, n 2. 
A typical simplex c,c of K0 will be the image under Al of a simplex fi of Lt. The 
simplex p of L, lies in L = LA * LB and therefore is of the form o1 * r1 where 
m1 G c E NY+“‘+*‘, 71 G T E N(gn+m+2). Hence u* 7 is a simplex of N\“+, +*I. In turn, 
c* T is the image under the simplicial injection A = AA *As of a simplex say or’= 
(+A*mB of Nc MA*MB. Note also that ~=A&‘i)=A,(o,*~,)=p~(a~)*p~(~~). 
We see that 
(28) MC1 n PI) = Pz(d u Pi?h)* 
Hence to show that Ai is a partial realization, we need to show that 
(29) for some fi E %, , pjg(q) u pjs( 7,) G r% 
Let Qm,,==-, Qa, be the vertices of o”,& Qp,, . . . , QP, be the vertices of uB. Note 
that either d-A or v B could be empty. Since aA*icB E N, then 
OS, 9 l l l 9 Q/s are the vertices of a simplex u* of N, so choose x E O,, n l l l n Qa, n 
Qp, n l l l n Q,s,- If 0, # 8, choose YA E w,, n l . l n U& c A (see (12), (7), (8)). 
mUS Wing (12) we have X, YA E +&. So from (11) we get 
(3O) f(x),f(yA) E k, E %2- 
Now the simplex 0 of Nz+m+2) is the image of UA under the simplicial injection 
AA:MA+NA, so the vertices of Q are 
there exists 6 E NA with g&A) E & and 
fiA with 
(31) PA(G) c ri, E %2- 
From (31) and g&A) E 6 one has, 
(32) PAgA(yA) EPA@) s ri, E 920 
Applying (1) we obtain 
(33) PAgA(YA),.fb)A) E u* E %2* 
Since q s oc & then (23) and (31) yield 
(34) pk(a,) c &I(c) c st( rs,, %2)- 
Combining (30), (33), (32) a 
(35) p6(a,) c st3( u,, 9 %J. 
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y symmetry (if 7, Z 0), 
(36) p%) c st3( Us,, %,). 
Therefore since &, A Up, # 0 (see (11) and (12) and assume T, Z 0), p&r,) u 
p’s(q)c- st”(u,,, %, j which is contained in an element rfr of %, . This corn 
proof of (29). We now have our map AZ: l&l + P with the properties, 
(37) if XE IK,nZf, then there exists UE B. such that A;(x), AZ(x) E U, 
(38) for each a~ K. there exists U E 41, with A&) c U. 
By obtaining a simplicial approximation & to AZ we can certainly get a P 
;i,:l&J-+ P with 
(39) d(A,, _i2+= %&. 
We define the PL map p): 1 N’n+m+2’ + P as a composition, 
(40) p) = izoA, I~L,IoAI IN(“+m+2)l= 
Then (27) yields (19) and our proof will be complete once we establish (20). 
Let t lie in the interior of a simplex C’ = oA * CB in N(n+m+2, c N C_ MA * MB with 
GA f M(An+m+2’, eB E M(gn+*? hi the VetiiCeS Of UA be Q=, , . . . , t&, and those Of 
%beQ~,,-, Qo,, a,EA,,BiEB,.LetxEQ,,n l = nQavnQp,n l - nQ,+Then 
g(x) lies in a simplex 3% N such that CT’ is a face of 6’. 
Let A/&q,) = UE Nan+*+‘,, AB(uB) = T E N(gn+*+” SO that A(u’) = 
AA(uA)*AB(uB)=u*TE N\“+m+z’. 
Now A(t) lies in a simplex fi of L, of the form 3j * 7, , u1 E L.4, rl E LB, Ul G U, 
~,~~~~~A,A(t)~A,(u,*~,)=~)A(u,)*~~(~,)~~~.By(38)weobtain U&&with 
(41) W,A(tk A,(p~(qj*p&jj~ U E 9,. 
At least one of CT,, q , say aI is not empty. Then &,(a,) # 0 and &,(a,) E I&n 21. 
Let yA, 6 be as immediately preceding (3 1). From (34) and the fact that ti2 
star-refines 4to, we have 
(42) p&jc st( &, %,)t U’E Bo. 
Using (28) note that 
(43) pk(u,) = A;(pXu,)). 
From (43), (42) and (37) we see that 
(44) ~fdu,) u A,(pkb,j) c st( U’, (J&J. 
SinceyAE Wa,n -0 n Was, we obtain (30), (33) and (35) as before. From (3 1) 
and (42), 
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Note that gA(yA) E 6, so from (45), 
(46) pAgA(yA) E st( U’, %). 
Using (16), choose U, E a0 such that 
(471 p(tkpW)cp(G’)e L?&P%?&~. 
From (17) select U1 E sib with 
(48) p&x), f(x) E K E Wi. 
Note that 
(4% pg(x) E PW). 
Since B0 and %!& refine %A, then (47), (49), (48), (30), (35), ( 
(t), p(t)E w,ESt4(%&). 
Applying (39), (40) we conclude that 
(51) &h,h(t)=p’(t), p(t)E WE&?&). 
Since st’(%L) refines %, then our proof of (20) is compllete and the theorem is 
proved. Cl 
This material is needed in the preceding sections. 
Let % be an open cover of a normal space X and let b : X + (N( 
be a map where M is the nerve of ‘521. Then b is called a %-canonical map if 
b-‘(st( U, N)) c U for each U E %. If % is locally finite then Q-canonical maps 
exist. The map b is called a %-normal map if b-‘(st( U, N)) = U for each Ip E % 
and b is essential on each simplex of h? By the latter we mean that if CM 
the map b 1 b-‘(au): b-“(aa)+ao does not extend to a map of b-‘(u) to 
above, if % is understood, we shall just speak of canonical and normal 
ma. Let % be a locally finite open cover of a normal space 
exists a locally finite open cover T of rejning % so that th 
finite dimensional and further there is a normal map g : 
This is included in 
are called upan are prove 
aces. 
aces as ?W%. c 
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93. mma. Let “1’ be an open cover of a normal space X and f : X + 1 N( be a normal 
map where N is the nerve of “y: Then f is N-irreducible. 
Suppose g : X + 1 NI is an N-modification off and for some p E 1 NI, p @ g( 
Choose a simplex u of N with p E o and let A = f -‘( o). Then g(A) E o. Apply [ 15, 
Lemma 4.17.11 to obtain a map h : A + u such that h(A) c &r and h 
f 1 f -‘(&r), thus contradicting the fact that f is essential on u (see [ 15, 3.51). 0 
. Let X be a normal space, f: X + P a map to a polyhedron P, L a 
triangulation of P and % = (st( w, L) 1 w a vertex of L}. Let gf be a locally finite open 
cover of X such that 7r refines f -‘(sL) and let g : X * 1 NJ be a V-canonical map where 
N is the nerve of “w: For each VE ‘Y choose a vertex wv of L with Vc f -‘(st( WV, L)). 
7Ien 
( 1) the vertex map V + wv determines a simplicial map p : N + L such that, 
(2) pg is an L-modijcation off, 
(3) d(pg,f )s B- 
Proof. It is easy to see that (I) is true. 
Now for (2), given x E X let VO, . . . , plm be the elements of V containing x. Let 
W0, . . . . W, be the vertices of L for which p( Vi) = wi. SO, f(x) E st( Wig L), 0 s i s m 
and hence f(x) lies in the interior of a simplex r of L having a face r. whose vertices 
are w,, . . . , w,. 
Being a canonical map, g carries x into the simplex u of N whose vertices are 
V O,*==r V,. Thus p(o) = ro, and pg(x) E TV, so (2) is true. One sees that (3) follows 
from (2). 0 
efinition. Let P be a polyhedron, % an open cover of P, L a triangulation of 
P, and 9 = (st( v, L) 1 v a vertex of L}. Then \;i‘; say L star-rejnes Q if st( 9 ) refines %. 
9.6. Lemma. Let X be a normal space, f : X + P a map to a polyhedron P, % an open 
cover of P and 2 a normal open cover of X. Then for each triangulation L of P which 
star-rejnes %, there exists a locally ftnite open cover “I’ of X reJining 2, with locally 
finite dimensional nerve N, and there exist maps g : X + I N I, p : I N I + P such that, 
(4) g:X+INI is Y- normal and hence N-irreducible, 
(5) p : N + L is simplicial, 
(6) pg is an L-modification off, 
(‘7) d(pg,f )s % 
(8) for each r E N, there exists U E % wrrh f(g-‘( T)) v p(r) c U, 
(9) if X admits arbitrarily $ne star-$nite open covers (e.g. if X is separable and 
metrizable), then we may choose %= to be star Jinite and N to be locally Jinite. 
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roof. Let 2 = {st( v, L) 1 v a vertex of L}. Then f -I($) is a normal cover cf X. 
there is a common locally finite refinement ‘V of Z’ and J-‘(9). Using Lemma 9.2, 
we may assume there is a normal map g : X + INI where N is the nerve of ‘V. 
Applying Lemma 9.3, g is N-irreducible, so (4) is true. 
Let p : N + L be a simplicial map as in Lemma 9.4. Then (S), (6), (7) hold. 
To prove (8), let T E N and list the vertices of r as V,, . . . , Vs. Let u E ?. Since g 
is a normal map, then there exists x E X with g(x) = u and further x E V. n l l l n V’. 
From the definition of p we have f(x) E st(p( &), L), i = 0, l . . , s. 
Put Q. = st( p( V,), L). Since p is simplicial, 
Hence there exists U E %? with P(T) c st( QO, 9) c U. 
Now suppose y E g-‘( 7). Then for some i, y E K so that f(y) E st(~( V,), L) c_ 
st(Q,,, S)c u. is and the preceding imply (8). 
For (9) one should consult [2]. Cl 
9.7. mma. Let P be a polyhedron and % an open cover of P. Tken there exist a 
polyhedron R with triangulation N and maps g : P-, R, p : R + P such that 
( 10) g is N-irreducible, 
(11) g-%0, N)I v a vertex of N) is a locally#nite open cover of P star-re_fining %, 
( 12) p is simplicial from N to some triangulation L of P, 
(13) for each x E P if r is the carrier of g(x) in N, then there exists U E % such that 
{x}up(7)s u. 
roof. Choose a triangulation L of P so that L star-refines %, let f: P + 
identity and let 2 be a star-refinement of %. Then apply Lemma 9.6. Note that (11) 
follows because g-‘(st( v, N) 1 v a vertex of N} is the locally finite open cover “Ir of 
X because of (4). Cl 
9.8. Lemma. Let P be a polyhedron with triangulation K and subdivision L of 
let % = (st(v, K) 1 v a vertex of K ). Suppose X is a space, f : X + P is a map, and 
f-'(a) is a locally finite open cover of X. If Y is a space and g : X + Y is a function 
such that g 1 f-‘(a) : f -‘(a) + Y is continuous for each CT E L, then g is continuous. 
roof. Let x E X and choose a neighborhood of x such that W intersects only 
finitely many elements off -'(%), say f -‘(st(v 
maximal subcomplex of K whose vertex set is ( 
To see the latter, let wl, . . . , ws be the elements of {v,, . . . , vk} such that 
YE n~=,f-'(st(wi,K)).ThenS(y)Er)~= 
set of a simplex r of M. Since {f -‘(st( wi, 
containing y, t 
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Now the finite subcomplex M of K is a finite union CQ v l l l u cr, of simplexes 
ci of L. From the above, W ~f-‘(o~)u - l l uf-‘( q). Applying the hypothesis, 
we see that g is continuous onf-‘(a,)~ l l l uf-‘(a,) and hence on Therefore 
g is continuous at x as desired. Cl 
The Walsh complex construction involved in [ 15, Lemma 3.31 is inadequate for 
wr purposes. Unfortunately we need a much more complicated version of it. Let 
us start with a lemma whose proof we leave to the reader. 
.9. mma. Let X, Y be fmite polyhedra and f: X + Y a homotopy equivalence. 
Suppose a k-cell F is attached to X via a map g : aF + X. Let M be the adjunction 







is a homotopy equivalence. 
osition. Given a simplicial complex L and an integer n 2 2 there exist a 
simplicial complex W*, a CW-complex W, and a map 9 : 1 ‘#PI + W satisfying the 
following properties: 
(14) L(n) C_ W* n W and 9 carries L(“) to L(“’ via the identity, 
(15) for each u E L, there is a countable locally finite subcomplex K*(a) of W* 
and a countable subcomplex K(a) of W such that 
W*=U{K*(T)~TE L}, W=U{K(T)~TE L}, 
if dim(a) 6 n, then K(u) = u, 
if dim(a) 2 n + 1, then K*(u) and K(u) are Eilenberg- MacLane spaces 
of type K(?r,(“‘“‘)9 n)9 
r,7~L, K*(anr)=K*(u)nK*(r), K(un~)=K(u)nK(r). (I 
We refer to W” and W as Walsh complexes. 
roof. Our construction of W is somewhat similar to that given in [ 15, Lemma 3.31. 
Modification is required, though in order simultaneously to build the complex W* 
and to define the map 0. We shall obtain a sequence W$, W;ic, . . . , of simplicial 
complexes, WF a subcomplex of W* i+l, and define W* to be UT=, WT (actually 
the direct limit) with simplicial structure coherent with {W”}. Similarly we shall 
have a sequence WO, W,, . . . of CW-complexec, Wi a complex of W;.,, , and 
define W to be UE,, Wi, W being endowed with the tructure coherent with 
( Wi}. For each i there will be a map 8i : WT + “uri and we shall take 8 to be UF=, 8i. 
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To avoid repetition in the sequel, let us assume that all structures involved in 
producing any WT are simplicial while those for Wi are CW. In each step of the 
constructicn it will be clear that this is possible. 
To facilitate the inductive construction that will follow, we shall list a sequence 
of statements. 
(Ci.1) WF, AT, Wi are complexes, Wt = A$ = ‘?VO = L? 
(Ci.2) a?(m) c b?(o) are finite connected subcomplexes of WF, Wf = 
UWYdlw~l and A? =U{af(p)(pd} is a subcomplex of WT. 
(0.3) (a) aF(un 7) = a?(a) n a:(r), 
(b) @(on 7) = bF(o)n b?(T). 
(Ci.4) h(a): b:(v)+ [O,m) is a map. 
(Ci.5) bi( u) is a finite connected subcomplex of Wi and Wi = U { bi( PC) I 
(CL6) bi(on 7) = hi(o) n bi( 7). 
(CL7) (a) bi(u)(“+‘)= hi(g)““= a’“‘, 
(b) the inclusion a’“’ - bi( g) induces isomorphisms of homotopl 
of dimensions QI, and 
(c) if dim(v) s n, then bi( u) = CT. 
(Ci.8) (a) the inclusion a?(o) - b”(u) is a homotopy equivalence, 
(b) whenever 1 s k < n or n c k~ i, then Itk(af(u)) is trivial. 
P E L). 
groups 
(Ci.9) tkere is a map 8i : ?jrf + fh!/;. such that eO: W$ + W,, is the identity and 
(a) fli(bF(u)) c b,(c), 
(b) fli 1 b:(m) : b?(a) + bi( (+) is a homotopy equivalence. 
(0.10) whenever OS~G i, 
(a) bT(o)s b?(u), 
(b) bj(a) c b,(a), 
(c) w-J% W-T, 
(d) Wj C- Wi, 
(e) oil WT=Oj: WT+ Wj, 
(f) (cli(~I-‘([O,_d) = bJYd, h(d(a”(d) = ii), and (l/i(c) 1 b?(c) = 
@j(a): b?(c) + [O, 00). 
Begin the construction by letting W$ = A$ = W0 = L’“‘, and for each u E L, a$( G) = 
b$(o) = b,(o) = a’“). Choose &(a) : bg( a) + [0, 00) to be the constant map x-0 
and take &,: W$ + Wb to be the identity. Then all the statements (0.t) are readily 
seen to be true for L, o, r E L and i = 0. 
The construction for i = 1 goes as follows. Attach A,* X % to 
(x, 0) E A$ x I with x E A,* c_ W,* in such a manner that W$ n 
any UE L with dim(u)<n, let aT(u)=ao*(a)x{l}, b~(u)=b$(u)w(a$(u)xI), 
b,(u) = b,(u) = U. Let &(a): b:(u) + b,(u) e al &, on b:(c) 
the a:(u)-coordinate on a:(u) x I. The map fcr) : bT!u) + [O 
b:(u) and sends (x, t) to t for (x, t) E a:(o) x I. 
The remainder of the constr 
starting with u E L, dim(o) = 
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bfQf)=b,*(u)u(a~(u)xI)=a’“‘xI, and b,(li)=b&)=u (n’ (which in this 
instance is the n-sphere aa). 
Let e,(k): b?(k): bfh?) + b,(6) be the homotopy equivalence defined to be fh 
on b:(a) and to send (x, t) E a:(u) x I to x. Note that the inclusion af(k)-, b?(k) 
is also a homotopy equivalence. 
Now r”+,(aT(&)) = n,,+,( b,(k)) is finitely generated so that we may attach a finite 
set of (n+2)-cells to a:(&) to kill v,+~. Let us denote this space a:(u) and let 
b:(u) be bf(ci)u a:(u). By Lemma 9.9 af(u)- bi *(a) is a homotopy equivalence. 
Note that b:(u) is cp M) x I along with a finite set of (n + 2) -cells attached at u(“’ x { 1). 
The map &(ci) when preceded by the attaching maps to form a:(u), determines 
a set of attaching maps to b,(6) which we use to obtain the complex b,(u). From 
this operation is induced a natural map 6,(u) : b?(u) + b,(u) which is a homotopy 
equivalence by an application of Lemma 9.9. The map e,(u) : bF( u) + [0, a) is 
defined to equal U (#,(& 1 p E 6) on b: 6) and to send a?(u) to (1). 
Since b,( ci) is precisely CT’ n’ and since b,(u) is obtained from b,( 6) by attaching 
(n +2)-cells, then the inclusion u(“’ * b,(u) induces isomorphisms on homotopy 
groups of dimensions QI, whereas v,+~ (a:(u)) is trivial by the construction. 
Proceeding inductively on dim(u), we assume n + 1 s k and that we have defined 
af+r), b?(u), b,(u), O,(u), &(u) for all u with n + I G dim(u) s k. Let UE L and 
suppose dim(u) = k+ 1. Define a?(&) to be U {af(p)fp E ci}, b:(e) to be b$(u)u 
U(b~(~)lIIE~}=U{b~(Cc)l~Ed}, b,(k) to be bdu)d_Hbhdl~W= 
iJ {; ,&)Ip E 6). We assume that b,(6) has been obtained from 6,(u) = d”) by 
attaching (n + 2).cells and hence b,-,(u) = cd”) - b,(e) induces isomorphisms on all 
homotopy groups of dimensions d n. We further assume that bT( &) has been obtained 
from a’“‘~ I by attaching a finite collection of (n +2)-cells at CT(“) x { 1) and that 
a:(&) consists of u’“) x { 1) along with these attached (n +2)-cells. Thus we have 
that af(ti) - b:(k) is a homotopy equivalence. Also assume that e,(ci) = 
u UMdlcL E 4:bfW-, b,( ‘1 a is a homotopy equivalence (as in the construction 
above). 
So we have that T ,,+, (a:( c+)) is finitely generated and we may attach a finite set 
of (n+2)-cells to a:@) to kill n,+,(aF(d)), thus forming a:(&). Since a?(&) has 
a CW structure in which its (n + l)-skeleton is a’“’ x {l}, we may assume these cells 
are attached to a’“’ x { 1). The definitions of bt( u), b,(u), 0,(u), $,(a) are now just 
as before when dim(u) was n + 1. 
With the preceding construction we are ready to define the i = 1 sets. We let 
W::=UUGY~)l~~~~, A:: = u M(u) IO E u, 
“ctr, = u {b,(d Ia E u, 01 =u M~)l~~ u. 
Now suppose i 2 1 and the ith stage of the construction has been completed. We 
must indicate how the (i + l)-stage is to be obtained. First attach A” x I to WF by 
identifying (x, 0) E A” x I with x E A” c WF in such a manner that W” n (A” x I) = 
AT. For any ad with dim(u)sn, let aT+,(u)=a*(O)x{I}, bf+,(u)=b”(u)u 
(a?(u) X I), b,+,(u) z b,(u). Let o,+,(u): b?+,(u)+ bi+l(u) equal ei on b?(u) and 
be projection to the ~~(~)-coordinate on @(a) x 1. The map TV++&): b?+,(g)+ 
[O, 00) equals pi on b?(c) and sends (x, t) to t-t i for (x, t)~ Q?(U) x I. 
Proceed as before by induction on dim(o) starting with (r E Z,, dim( 0) = n + 1. Let 
a%,@) = a?@) X {I}, %,(ci) = bT(o) v (a?(c) X I), and &+,(&) = hi(U). The map 
0$+1((i): bf++l(&) + bi+,(&), d fi d t e ne o equal Oj on bT(o) and to send fx, t) E a?(a) x I 
to X, is a homotopy equivalence. The inclusion a F+ 1 (ci) - bf+ t(6) is aiso a &motopy 
equivalence. 
We have that rr,+,(a~+&.f)) = mn+i (bi+l(k)) is finitely generated so that we may 
attach a finite collection of (n + i + 2)-cells to aT+l(&) to kill rn+i+l. Let us denote 
this space a:+, (a) and let b?+,(v) be b:+,(e) u a?+,(u). Again we have that af+,(c)+ 
by+,(g) is a homotopy equivalence. Note that bT+, (a) is obtained from bF( (2) u 
(a”(v) x I) by attaching (n + i +2)-cells to ufftr) x {I}. 
NOW obtain biJor) and 6i+l(o): b?+,(c)+ bi+l(a), as done in the construction 
of b,(o), &(a) with dim@) = n + 1. The map @i+,(G): br+,(cr)+ [O,OO) is just that 
extension of +i+,(ti) which sends a?+@) to {i+l}. 
Proceeding inductively on dim(u), we assume n -I- 1 s k and that we have defined 
a?+,(u), bT+I(cr), bi+,(cr), &+,(a), #i+,(a) for all u with n+ 1 sdim(a)c k. Let 
a~ L with dim(v)= k+l. Define &!+,(cj) to be IJ {af+,(p)Ipccf}, b,*,@-) to be 
bF(a)utJ {bT+&)Ip E ci}, b,+*(G) to be bi(cr)uu {bi++)Ip E &}. We assume 
that bi+l( 6) has been obtained from bi( 0) by attaching (n + i + 2) -cells, and hence 
the inclusion bi( c) w bi+,( Gi) induces isomorphisms on all homotopy groups of 
dimensions <n + i. We further assume that br+@) has been obtained from bT(cr) u 
(a?( &) x I) by attaching a finite collection of (n + i + 2)-cells at a$( ci) x { 1) and that 
a?+,(&) consists of a”(&) x (1) along with these attached (n + i+ 2)-cells. Thus we 
have that a:+, (tij - bT+l( 6) is a homotopy equivalence. Also assume that @i+I(ci) = 
U {@i+l(pIIp E &}:b%,(d)+ bi+,( 1 ci is a homotopy equivalence. 
So it is true that v ,,+i+l( aT+l( &)) is finitely generated and we may attach a finite 
set of (n + i+2)-cells to af&(cF) to kill rn+i+l(at++t(ci)), thus forming a?&). Since 
a?+@) has a CW structure in which its (n + i + 1. )-skeleton is a”( ci) X (I}, we may 
assume these cells are attached to aF(ci) x {I}. The de~nitions of b~~(~), bj+&4, 
Oi+l(of, ~i+~(~~ are now just as they were in the case dim(~~ = II + 1. 
The inductive ~onst~ction is complete. 
For a~ L, define *(v) to be Uz, by and K(g) to be UE, bi(~~g Now we 
need to see that the conclusions of the proposition hold true. 
Item (14) is true from (CM), (Ci.9). We get (15)(a) from (~~*9(a~); (~~~( 
(Ci.2) and (Ci.5); (15)(c) from (Ci.7). To obtain (U)(d) for M(o), employ (~~.~(b)9, 
(Ci.ir(b)) and (Ci.B(b)). Another application of (Ci.g(b)) shows that (a%( 
for K*(c) as well. To get (Is)(e) use (~i.~(a~~. 
As for item f Is), we see that K*(V) is countable and loyally finite from (ci 
(Ci.lO(f)) and (Ci.2), and that (a) is ~~~~table 
from (Ci.g(a)); (U)(b) from (0.2) 
(CiJ(b)), (CiA(b)), (CM(a)), (CL9 
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Comment. There is a minor error and misprint in the 
occurring near the top of p. 225. The set ~~(6) should 
proper face of o} u K,(U). Then on the fourth line we 
proof of [ 15, Lemma 3.31, 
have been, U {K~( 7) 17 is a 
should have q,+,( K*(&)) = 
tr,+&K&(1‘)). The addition of K,(G) justifies this isomorphism. 
Now we have [IS, Lemma AJ]. (We use ‘Icy’ instead of f. Note that 115, Lemma 
3.3(vi)] is true of any CW-complex). 
9.11. mma. Let K be a simplicial complex and Scr be a CW-complex formed from 
a simplicial complex L as in Proposition 9.10. 7%en for any map h : IKI + WY, there 
exists a cellular map g homotopic to h such that if h( t) E 
also. 
.K(r) forvz L, theng(t)E K(r) 
9.12. Corollary. In case dim K s n + 1, then 
g(t)e K(++“= K(7)(“)= 7% 7. 
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